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KEY QUESTIONS:

spectral features
composition
anisotropy



ARGO-YBJ

talks by I. De Mitri, P. Montini, Cao Zhen
size ∼ 100 × 100 m
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talks by A. Tamburro, P. Desiati
size ∼ 1 × 1 km
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Tunka

talks by V. Prosin, D. Kostunin
size ∼ 1.5 × 1.5 km
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talks by V. Prosin, D. Kostunin
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Important: different detection methods

scintillators
muon detectors
Cherenkov detectors



SPECTRUM (LOW ENERGIES)
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talks by De Mitri, Montini



KASCADE-Grande

talk by Chiavassa



IceTop

talk by Tamburro
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Tunka

talk by Prosin



COMPOSITION (LOW ENERGIES)





COMPOSITION FROM ICETOP:

WAITING FOR ICRC



ANISOTROPY (LOW ENERGIES)



Large-angle anisotropy observed at the permil level

talk by Iuppa



Harmonic analysis

talk by De Mitri



Need full sky coverage:

talk by Iuppa



Low-energy summary

SPECTRUM:
not a simple power law — several features beyond the knee.
Hardening ∼ 1016 eV; steepening ∼ 8 × 1016 eV
different features for different components
explanation: cut-off in acceleration spectrum? local propagation
effects?

COMPOSITION:
difficult measurement; no full agreement between experiments
common trend: change from lighter to heavier at energies
1015 − 1017 eV

ANISOTROPY:
observed at the permil level
low multipoles: local sources + diffusion?
medium-scale anisotropy: not inexplicable, but unexplained

[see talks by Iuppa and M Ageles Perez Garcia]
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HIGH ENERGIES



Modern UHECR experiments



Pierre Auger Observatory

talks by D. Martello, D. Boncioli, G. Rodrigues Fernandez



TELESCOPE ARRAY DETECTOR

507 scintillator detectors covering 680 km2

3 fluorescence sites, 38 telescopes
SD relative size: TA ∼ 9 × AGASA ∼ PAO/4



SPECTRUM (HIGH ENERGIES)



Pierre Auger spectrum

[talk by Rodrigues Fernandez]



TA SD spectrum

[talk by Tinyakov]



Comparison of different experiments



Auger-TA WG result



Do these spectra fit anything?

— Yes, they both can be fitted!

[see talk by Stanev]

[see talk by Batista for propagation effects]



COMPOSITION (HIGH ENERGIES)



Auger composition



TA composition



ANISOTROPY (HIGH ENERGIES)



Auger: anisotropy at highest energies



TA: anisotropy at highest energies



High-energy summary

SPECTRUM:
Spectra roughly agree up to an overall shift ∼ 20%
Interpretation depends on the absolute energy scale: GZK cutoff or
cutoff in the sources? e+e− on CMB or Galactic-extragalactic
transition?
Why SD and FD energies differ?

COMPOSITION:
key question for the future of the field
disagreement between Auger and TA
Auger-TA WG is looking into this issue
related to muon puzzle? [see talk by Petrukhin]
can light nuclei solve all problems? [see talk by Fargion]

ANISOTROPY:
no significant anisotropies found
hints in Auger and TA at high energies: are we finally starting to see
deviations from isotropy?
common Auger + TA harmonic analysis is on the way
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OUTLOOK

Upgrades & extensions
LHASSO, LAWCA [see talk by Cao Zhen]
Tunka-Rex [see talk by D.Kostunin]
Low-energy extensions in Auger and TA

New detection techniques
AERA [see talk by J.Maller]
CODALEMA [see talk by I.Martin]
LOFAR [see talk by S.Thoudam]

Next generation detectors
go to space? (JEM-EUSO) [see talk by P.Picozza]
build large ground detector?
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